Seven named Institute Professors

Seven members of the faculty have been appointed to tenured positions of Insti-
tute Professors, it was announced by President Julius Stratton.

They are Dr. Charles Stark Draper, Professor and Head of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Prof. Eric D. Ed-
gerton, Professor of Electrical Measurement; Prof. Cha-Chou Lin, Professor of Mathematics; Dr. Bruno Rossi, Professor of Physics; Prof. Paul Flammang, Professor of Economics; Dr. Charles E. Townes, MIT Provost and Professor of Physics; and Prof. Jerry R. Zacharias, Professor of Physics.

Extraordinary rank

Institute Professor is a separate and extraordinary rank, used currently by MIT to recognize outstanding dis-
tinction, particularly of a scholarly nature. Candi-
dates must be nominated by their faculty peers and are recommended for appointment by special re-
time committee of the faculty.

Dr. Draper is the founder and Director of the MIT Instrumenta-
tion Laboratory, and a pioneer in developing in-
television systems for missiles, air-
planes, ships, submarines, sat-
ellites, space craft. He is often called the "father of inter-
tial guidance in the US."

By Mark Botstein

Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., Chairman of the Board of Trust-
ers of MIT, has been selected to serve as Chairman of the Cambridge Corporation, a newly-formed development corporation.

Goals of Corporation

The Cambridge Corporation, whose existence was made public Wednesday night, is a nonprofit, privately-supported development corporation aimed at assisting in developing low-rental housing and helping other activities for the public benefit in Cambridge.

In the official announcement of the formation of the Cambridge Corporation, the Board of Trust-
ers emphasized, "In the event that there is less demand for assistance than expected, the Cambridge Corporation will be available to help other city groups and private agencies in dealing with the human and housing re-
quissions resulting from it."

Land problems prevent parking solutions

By Jed Weissman

(Ed Note: This is the second part of a study of the parking problems at the Institute. The first installment, which appeared in Tuesday's issue, discussed ad-

Killean selected to chair Cambridge Corporation; group to tackle problems of possible Inner Belt

By Nathan M. Pausy

Presidenttr of Harvard and a member of the Board of Trustees of the Cam-
bridge Corporation, added, "Our attention must now be directed to problems of relocation in Cambridge as a re-
sult of the possible construction of the Inner Belt."

Seek $1,000,000

It is the stated objective of the Cambridge Corporation to put together from private contributions a revolving fund that could run to as much as $1,000,000. MIT and Harvard have agreed to contribute to the fund, and others sources up to half the total.

Also announced by the Board of Trustees was the election of Oliver Brooks, formerly Vice President of Cleveland's Univer-
sity Circle Development Foundation, as President and Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of the Cambridge Corporation.
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Give M.I.T.

Why not give a bit of M.I.T. to all the people you're going to see during spring vacation: parents, hosts, favorite uncles, the girl next door, a kid brother, the guys, a baby niece, the upstairs maid, naughty nephews, the dentist's receptionist, in-laws, grandpa, a former guidance counselor, obnoxious aunts, kids who went West, an unmarried sister.

Here follows gift suggestions for everybody you're likely to meet up with on a spring vacation. Everything we've listed bears the M.I.T. seal, and a replica of the insignia is etched on all the pewter and glassware. A little bit of M.I.T. makes a welcome and distinctive present, and there's much to choose from at the Coop.

1. Lustrous ceramic beer mug ........ $ 4.95
   Ceramic coffee mug ................ $ 3.50
   Other ceramic mugs with Sloan or M.I.T. seals in a variety of shapes and sizes ........ $ 95 - $ 5.95
   Square ceramic ashtray ............. $ 1.50
2. Large pewter tray by International .......... $ 20.95
   Medium pewter tray by International .......... $ 11.95

3. Copper ice bucket with insulated lining .......... $ 14.95
   Copper mug ........ $ 5.95
   10 oz. glass with red seal (dozen) .......... $ 5.95
4. Pewter pitcher by International .... $ 19.95
   Sheffield beer tankard ........ $ 11.95
   Miniature Sheffield tankard ........ $ 4.95
   Pewter ashtray/candy dish by International .......... $ 7.50
   Medium pewter tray by International .......... $ 11.95
WE ALSO LEND AND REPAIR AUTO RADIO

IF SHE'S NOT GETTING IN YOUR HAIR
...GET THIS

THOSE DAIN'T FINGERS AREN'T ABOUT TO PLAY GAMES IN A MESSY, MESSY MANE. SO...GET WITH IT...GET YOUR HAIR SHAPED-UP WITH SHORT CUT. DISCIPLINES CREW CUT, BRUSH CUT, ANY CUT; GIVES IT LIFE! HELPS CONDITION—PUTS MORE BODY, MORE MANAGEABILITY, MORE GIRLS IN YOUR HAIR! GET IT TODAY. OLD SPICE SHORT CUT HAIR GROOM BY SHULTON...TUBE OR JAR,...ONLY $.50 PLUS TAX.

SOB!
SHAVING EVERY DAY IS SUCH A UGH-DRAG!
WHAT CAN SAVE MY TENDER, BEAUTIFUL SKIN?

ME! AND I'LL SAVE YOU MONEY, TOO!

IF YOU'VE NEVER USED AN ELECTRIC SHAVE BEFORE, THE NORELCO 'FITS TO YOU' SPEEDSHAVE® IS A GREAT WAY TO FIND OUT THE EASIER SIDE OF THIRING. ITS ROTARY BLADES INK WISKS OFF, NEVER CUT OR SICK. THEY WONT HURT YOU. NOUHER WILL THE PRICE, WHICH IS ABOUT THE SAME AS A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF RAZOR BLADES AND SHAVE CREAM.

Norelco® The Close Electric Shave

PARKING FEE POTENTIALLY BENEFICIAL: NEW CONSTRUCTION TO INCREASE PROBLEMS

(Continued from Page 1)

GO AROUND, YET THEY RECOMMENDED A $10 PARKING FEE FOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE MIT COMMUNITY WHO WANT TO PARK, INCLUDING THE PRESIDENT. AS LAST YEAR'S PARKING CHAIRMAN, DAN ALLEN '66 SAYS, "IF WE HAD A PARKING FEE FOR ALL REDUCE, WE WERE IN A GOOD SHOWER THE GAME TODAY." IN FACT, MANY STUDENTS WOULD HAVE CHOSEN A FEW FOR A PRESIDENTIAL SPACE.

MORE SPACE THREATENED

AN IMMEDIATE PROBLEM THREATENED BAKER, BURTON, AND ASHDOWN. THEIR 18 SPACES WILL BE DECREASED NEXT YEAR FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW DEAN'S HOUSE. THESE DECISIONS ARE SURPRISED THAT THEIR LOWER STREET LOT WILL NOT BE ALLENT FOR USE. PARKING STICKERS WILL BE TESTED THIS YEAR WEST, AND NEXT YEAR WILL PROVIDE EVEN GREATER DIFFICULTIES.

SURVEYS IN PROGRESS

IN ORDER TO GET A TRUE VIEW OF THE DETAIL EFFECT OF PARKING CURTAILMENT, COMPUTER-ASSISTED SURVEYS WILL BE TAKEN IN THE DOMESTICITIES. PRELIMINARY NUMBERS THAT THEIR 88 SPACES WILL BE TAKED THEIR SURVEY Needs.

AN OBVIOUS, BUT NONOBVIOUS IMPOTANT, NEED FOR CARS IS AS OLD TO THE STUDENTS' SOCIAL ACTIVITIES. DOUBLE DATING IS A DISTANTLY MAST FOR MANY, AND THE MTS DOES NOT RUN LATE ENOUGH FOR MOST STUDENTS. THE SURVEY INDICATES A MAJOR MAJORITY OF STUDENTS' SOCIAL LIVES WOULD BE AFFECTED "MODERATELY TO DISASTROUSLY" IF PARKING WAS CURTAILED.

Earning Power Cited

THE SECOND MAJOR ADVANTAGE OF AUTOMOBILES IS THEIR EARNING POWER. THROUGH OFF-CAMPUS JOBS AND GIVING RIDES DURING VACATIONS, SOME STUDENTS HAVE MONEY THAT WOULD USUALLY COME FROM A PEOPLE'S EARNINGS. FOR EXAMPLE, A SMALL SAMPLE OF 45 STUDENTS PREDICTED A TOTAL LOSS OF $350 IF THEY COULDN'T USE THEIR CARS DUE TO LIMITED PARKING.

EARNING POWER CITED

THE SECOND MAJOR ADVANTAGE OF AUTOMOBILES IS THEIR EARNING POWER. THROUGH OFF-CAMPUS JOBS AND GIVING Rides during vacations, some students have money that would normally come from loans and scholarships. For example, a small sample of 45 drivers predicted a total loss of $350 if they couldn't use their cars due to limited parking. (3 drivers indicated some loss.) Interestingly, 25 of the drivers had no academic or employment commitments, and their only source of income was automobile sale. A total loss of $350 was indicated.

In addition, 31 of 45 drivers answered that the loss of on-campus parking would be so expensive as to eliminate the ability to maintain a car.

Committee Proposals

The student parking committee would like the following proposals looked into, at least.

1. There should be students on the administration's parking committee.
2. The Institute should hold an open hearing for the discussion of the problem.
3. The administration should not rank "campus-beautifying improvements" above the parking solutions. For example, the grassy areas around the dorms should be abandoned. (North and West parking lots will be decreased in size."
4. A parking garage should be added to the plans for MACGREGOR HOUSE. Just to Cambridge assisting laws, the Institute should not get a building permit unless more than 70 spaces are provided for the 600 future occupants.
5. The top floor of the garage could be turned into offices.
6. The possibility of a "parking rally" the week before parking became available.
7. A parking fee should be initiated. The funds gained could be used to help finance the costly solutions to the problem.
8. The administration should place more importance on learning what students want through surveys.

Institute View

The administration view is summarized by Dr. Philip A. Borkholder, Vice-President of Operations and Personnel, "THE PROBLEM IS CRITICAL, BUT WE HAVE THE MECHANISMS FOR ITS RESOLUTION. AN ENORMOUS NUMBER OF MASTERS HAVEN'T BEEN SPENT ON PARKING. WE HAVE SOME IDEAS, BUT ALL OF THEM ARE EXPENSIVE. A SOLUTION WILL COME HARDER."

"THE STUDENTS," ACCORDING TO DAN ALLEN, "REHEART THE ADMINISTRATION AS GUARDIANS PROFESSIONAL, WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT THE STUDENTS REALLY WANT.

IT WOULD BE INTERESTING TO SEE WHAT ACTIONS THE STUDENTS' VOTED ON, AS WELL AS THE RELATIVE ACCEPTABILITY OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS."
Another Vietnam view

The war being fought by the Viet Cong is being waged by the Vietnamese people only in the sense that a rifle fires rather than the man who fires it. Viet Cong prisons and torture are an perversion of these Americans who they are fighting; it is better to chance being shot in combat by the nationalist troops than to face the certain death and final torture in their camps. These persons assume their duties immediately.

The Executive Committee, set- ing for the Institute Committee, has recommended four students for the subject: a green and a Kapolow '68.

The Interior Committee, set- ing for the Environmental Committee, has recommended four students for the subject: a green and a Kapolow '68.

Today is the day for fresh- man applications to be turned in. The interviews are the week after vacation.

Letters to the Tech

Vol. LXXVII, No. 14 Mar. 25, 1966

Board of Directors

Chairman ............ Dave Royce '67

Editor .......... Charles Kells '68

Managing Editors .... Robert Hurlburt '68

Business Manager .......... Guillie Carr '69

News Editor .......... Jerry Huseff '67

Features Editor ............ Mike Kudlow '68

Sports Editors .......... Tom Thomas '67

Photography Editor .......... Dan Dowell '67

Entertainment Editor ............ Andy Seidenfeld '68

Business Manager ............................. Guille Cox '68

Assistant News Editors ............

Thomas Nesbitt '69, Davis Grosz '69

Chuck Hotten '67, Jim Yankaskas '69

Roy Benveniste '68

Tom Rozsa '68

Mike Ginzberg '69

Bruce Harvey '69

Mammen '67, Chuck Kolb '67, and

David Jodrey '69

Ernest Mosteller '68

Eric Goldner '68, Sam Cohen '68

David Jodrey '69

Russell Mosteller '68

Ray Mammen '67, Chuck Kolb '67, and

Desmond Booth '67
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Rossi, Townes, Zacharias
New Institute Professors

(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Lin is an expert in the application of mathematics to fluid mechanics, hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, and geophysics. His book, The Theory of Hydrodynamics: Stability, is a classic reference in the field. Dr. Lin is on leave this year, devoting his time between the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton and Harvard University.

Dr. Rossi is an internationally recognized authority on cosmic rays, galactic sources of X-rays and the intergalactic medium. Studies by Dr. Rossi and his associates on the interaction of cosmic rays with atomic nuclei led to the formulation of several of their physical properties.

Leading economist
Generally acknowledged as one of the leading economists of the Western world, Dr. Samuelson has long been a principal and influential advisor to the federal government on the shaping of the national economy. His book, Foundations of Economic Analysis, is the most widely used economics text of all time.

Nobel prize winner
Dr. Townes shared the 1955 Nobel Prize in physics for fundamental work in quantum electronics, which led to oscillators and amplifiers based on the maser-laser principle. His pioneering work on microwave spectroscopy and on masers and lasers has resulted in advances in fundamental science and in radio, optics, chemistry, and astronomy.

Renowned as an atomic physicist, Dr. Zacharias is also an innovative leader in educational reform — his research on radio frequency spectrum of the transition yielded important contributions to the physics curriculum now used in high schools throughout the U.S.

Myrdal chosen head of urban studies center
Daniel Myrdal, an expert on social and political problems of the central cities, will become Director of the Joint Center for Urban Studies at MIT and Harvard University July 1.

As head of the Joint Center, he will direct a program sponsored jointly by MIT and Harvard that combines scholarly research in urban affairs with consulting efforts on urban problems.

Concurrent with his appointment to the Joint Center, Mr. Myrdal will also become Professor of Education and Urban Politics at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, a member of the Kennedy Institute of Politics, and a member of the Faculty of Public Administration at Harvard.

Samuel Bluestein Co.
"Complete School Supplies"
Typewriters
Sales - Service - Rental
135 Dwight Street
Cambridge 3-7349

Enjoy the finest Italian-American food

Simeone's
ITALIAN-AMERICAN RESTAURANT
Choice Liquors and Imported Beers
21 BROOKLINE STREET, CAMBRIDGE — Tel. 4-94569
(Central Square)

* Open Every Night 'til Midnight — Free Parking
Ask us about Student Discount Books

NEED LIFE INSURANCE?
NO BETTER BUY THAN
Ask about Rates, Net Payment, Net Cost, Special Purpose Policies.
It will be worth your while — No obligation

LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
689 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
TR 6-2240 — UN 4-5271

VISA
Complete Line of Lee's at CENTRAL SURPLUS
433 MASS. AVENUE
CENTRAL SQUARE

He didn't change his hair cream or his mouthwash or his deodorant...

Ben Belitt will give a reading of his poems Monday, April 4, at 8:30 p.m. in the Hayden Library Lounge. The reading is sponsored by the Department of Humanities and is open to the public with- out charge.

A professor of literature at Bennington College, Ben Belitt has written three books of poetry: "The Five-Fold Mesh," "Wilder- ness State," and "The Enemy Joy." Both prose and poetry by Ben Belitt have been published in Poetry, The New Yorker, and other periodicals.

After receiving his Master of Arts degree from the University of Virginia in 1954, Ben Belitt spent two years in doctoral studies and then was assistant literary editor of The Nation for two years. In 1960, he joined the faculty of Bennington College.

He has re- ceived several awards, including the National Institute of Arts and Letters Award in Poetry in 1959.

This is your chance, Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be somebody.
Talking Rock
By Don Davis

This is the last in a series of four articles on the history of rock 'n' roll. As important as the Beatles appear to be, they were one of a host of British groups which followed in their footsteps. Four of the most significant were the Dave Clark Five (probably the group of first, heavy-beat rock 'n' roll), the Rolling Stones (still the bad eggs of rock 'n' roll), Presley in that they draw much of their support because of parental rebellion, the Animals (a prime example of heavy-best blues), and Herman's Hermits (happy, optimistic groups). Groups such as these all brought back the old folk tradition. Since we are a young, fast-growing company, we haven't given his job, and the responsibility for 300 people, when he was 28.)

The letter above would reach us for two good reasons—first, we're the largest firm in our town; and second, we're among the 50 largest companies across the nation have been selected, and about 20 more delegates are expected. In addition, there will be 10 to 20 MIT representatives at the conference. Anyone interested in becoming a delegate from MIT should contact Arnie Kramer, x3161 or 894-958.

Dead Letter?

Not with those two lines on it. They're two of the most important lines you can use if you're looking for the kind of unique advantages Photocircuits offers.

The letter above would reach us for two good reasons—and they're good for you, too. First, we've the largest firm in our town, and second, we're among the 50 largest companies on Long Island. Which is why we want you to write to us.

In 1951 we were a handful of people working in a basement. Now we're more than 700 and already bettering our objective—which is to double in size every five years.

Here's what we offer you right now: immediate response. We can respond to your inquiry within one hour. And if you're not satisfied with our response, we'll send you the name of a higher authority.

In addition, we offer you the most complete line of printed circuit boards in the world. Our products are used in computers, radios, television sets, space vehicles and similar electronic equipment.

Our Printed Servo Motor Division makes the fastest growing product at Photocircuits. We are the only United States manufacturer of this unique device used in data processing equipment, mechanical tools, industrial controls and automotive equipment. We also design, manufacture and sell controls and systems incorporating printed motors.

Newest product activity at Photocircuits is in our Data Equipment Division, which is close to motors in growth possibilities. This group manufactures data processing and conversion equipment used with computers, numerical control and automatic checkout systems.

Since we are a young, fast-growing company, we haven't the time for most of the red tape and formality of older firms. More descriptive terms would be: "Shirtsleeves", "Results in a Week", and similar electronic equipment.
By Herb Finger

The George Wright Golf Course in Dorchester will be the scene of this year's Intramural Golf Tournament. The 18 hole course will be held May 7, instead of the April 30 date previously announced. The three-man teams rostered are nine. Prefect starting times (8:30, 8:45, 9:00) will be submitted with the rake.

Any question concerning rules, eligibility, or directions to the course should be directed to Manager Harry Bronson (2259).

The final double elimination rounds of the intramural volleyball schedule will resume Thursday, April 5. Changes in the schedule were prompted because of freshmen entries being held in the Armory. Revised schedules will be sent to the teams involved during vacation. Six of the eight teams remaining in the playoffs have already been decided. They are Asdrenon A. "Club Mediterranean, Big Sig A," "Rae A" , "Brown A," "Moose A" and "Moose B." The winner of the first round, as announced, will play in the finals. The last play-off game will be held on Monday, April 8. Both indoor lacrosse and tennis are also in their third year with the indoor records for the miles, which he ran in 4:13.5. Sydorak succeeded incumbent Ken Mosher '66 as the new England pole vaulting champ by clearing the height of 15'4 this winter. Two weeks later he upset that mark five inches to set the MIT cage record. Both Brown and Sydorak are expected to improve on their records in the outdoor season.

The only outstanding name on the tennis calendar is junior Pete Jensen, who covers right field for moniter John Barry. After he had set the squad in last year's performance, and is due to athletic events. Funds are traditionally sold refreshments at the Sailing Pavilion on the dock during the dance. If you are in need of a new type of refreshment for this year, you may find the "Tea Room" in the basement of Baker '68. Left-winger Getting was hampered by a broken collar bone which forced him to miss half the season.

On the strength of his win in the New Englands and his undefeated sectionals, Dave was awarded the Straight-A at the T-club annual awards banquet. This weekend he will be wrestling in the NCAA university division tournament in Ames, Iowa.

Weighman Gordon DeWitt '67 will succeed Larry Schoenier '66 as indoor track captain. DeWitt's throw in the discus and his efforts in the ball will feature a nationally known tennis tournament in the fall.

Sophia student golf team

The golfers will be headed by a group of sophomores who should complete an impressive team record in the upcoming years. Gerry Banner '66 and Ben Rofch '68 averaged 79 during the fall season. His cohort in the pivot, Alex Wilson, was recently awarded the Straight-A and is expected to increase spectator participation at athletic events. Funds are traditionally sold refreshments at the Sailing Pavilion on the dock during the dance. If you are in need of a new type of refreshment for this year, you may find the "Tea Room" in the basement of Baker '68. Left-winger Getting was hampered by a broken collar bone which forced him to miss half the season.

Moose Kosiner '66. Left-winger Getting was hampered by a broken collar bone which forced him to miss half the season.

Under the new organization, the club is increasing publicity as an attempt to draw more spectators to the men's and women's teams. Programs are available for silk-screening T-shirts and team captains are encouraged to take advantage of this, as well as bringing any program ideas to the attention of the club officers.

A new major activity for the club will be the annual golf tournament, which will be held on the Eastern Shore Country Club on May 14. It is to be held in the Sinh De Puerto Rico and will feature a nationally known band. Because of the inclusion of the new type of refreshment for this year, the event is expected to be well attended by alumni and much help is needed both before and during the day, if it is to be well attended. Help at the Pavilion is needed both before and during the day. If you are interested in helping, contact Bill Gostyla '67 at x2084.